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Reading like a riveting true crime thriller, The Cocaine Wars moves from the jungles of South America where coca leaves
are grown to the streets of America where the white powder is sold. The inside story of how the powerful cocaine
business has become America's number one problem.
DIVThe definitive guide to the composers, artists, bands, musical instruments, dances, and institutions of Cuban
music./div
Includes section "Bibliografía de historia de América."
Tres meses es un poemario compuesto por 50 poemas y que cierra el libro que lleva el mismo nombre. Representa un
período de tiempo que atravesé muy difícilmente por unos rigores físicos a los que tuve que someterme, pero que
redundó en un triunfo emocional, en un crecimiento espiritual, aunque claro, con todas las idas y venidas que esto
implica. Como mucho de lo que escribo, puede leerse desde tres lecturas diferentes como complementarias. Tres
meses, el poemario, formalmente es un recorrido por el verso blanco como por el verso libre, mayoritariamente, y sin
ningún esquema prefijado. Sin embargo, el romance no está ausente, ni el soneto ni la prosa poética. Tres meses, el
libro, incluye otros 7 poemarios: "Imposible," "En la carne," "Desprendimientos," "Tan en vano," "Seyer," "Concierto de
juicios, o el dolor de escuchar de lejos," y "Gineceo."
Includes opinions of the Corte Suprema de Justicia.
Originally published in 1928, and written by journalist Daniel Venegas, Las aventuras de Don Chipote is an unknown classic of American
literature, dealing with the phenomenon that has made this nation great: immigration. It is the bittersweet tale of a greenhorn who abandons
his plot of land (and a shack full of children) in Mexico to come to the United States and sweep the gold up from the streets. Together with his
faithful companions, a tramp named Policarpo and a dog called Skinenbones. Don Chipote (whose name means "bump on the head")
stumbles from one misadventure to another. Along the way, we learn what the Southwest was like during the 1920s: how Mexican laborers
were treated like beasts of burden, and how they became targets for every shyster and lowlife looking to make a quick buck. The author,
himself a former immigrant laborer, spins his tale using the Chicano vernacular of the time. Full of folklore and local color, Don Chipote is a
must-read for scholars, students, and all who would become acquainted with the historical and economic roots, as well as with the humor, of
the Southwestern Hispanic community. Ethriam Cash Brammer, a young poet and scholar, provides a faithful English translation, while Dr.
Nicolás Kanellos offers an accessible, well-documented introduction to this important novel in 1984.
¿Entramos en crisis por culpa de la libertad? ¡Tonterías! ¿Saldremos de ella gracias al intervencionismo de las autoridades? ¡Tonterías! ¿Era
imprescindible subir los impuestos? ¡Tonterías! ¿No debes preocuparte porque aquí todo se va arreglar quitándoles el dinero exclusivamente
a los ricos y no a ti? ¡Tonterías! ¿Los empresarios son malvados explotadores y los gobiernos son valerosos protectores de la propiedad de
los ciudadanos y generosos defensores del bien común? ¡Tonterías! ¿Estamos amenazados por una ofensiva liberal o, peor aún, neoliberal,
que destruye lo público y desmantela el Estado de bienestar? ¡Tonterías! Con este tercer volumen de Tonterías económicas, su autor
cuestiona, desde la incorrección política que tanto le caracteriza, el estatismo de principio a fin. De ahí que denuncie los disparates
económicos que sueltan izquierdas y derechas, intelectuales y burócratas, religiosos y las ONG, y también sus colegas economistas. La
apuesta y el aplauso del doctor Rodríguez Braun van en favor de los derechos y libertades individuales en la sociedad civil. No por
casualidad, el autor lleva muchos años saludando con un: «Buenos días, a pesar del Gobierno».
“Dirtier than the dogs of Constantinople.” “Waves of human scum thrown upon our beaches by other countries.” Such was the vitriolic abuse
directed against immigrant groups in Chile and Argentina early in the twentieth century. Yet only twenty-five years earlier, immigrants had
encountered a warm welcome. This dramatic change in attitudes during the quarter century preceding World War I is the subject of Carl
Solberg’s study. He examines in detail the responses of native-born writers and politicians to immigration, pointing out both the similarities
and the significant differences between the situations in Argentina and Chile. As attitudes toward immigration became increasingly
nationalistic, the European was no longer pictured as a thrifty, industrious farmer or as an intellectual of superior taste and learning. Instead,
the newcomer commonly was regarded as a subversive element, out to destroy traditional creole social and cultural values. Cultural
phenomena as diverse as the emergence of the tango and the supposed corruption of the Spanish language were attributed to the
demoralizing effects of immigration. Drawing his material primarily from writers of the pre–World War I period, Solberg documents the rise of
certain forms of nationalism in Argentina and Chile by examining the contemporary press, journals, literature, and drama. The conclusions
that emerge from this study also have obvious application to the situation in other countries struggling with the problems of assimilating
minority groups.
Taking a new global approach, this unique book provides an updated review of the geology of Iberia and its continental margins from a
geodynamic perspective. Owing to its location close to successive plate margins, Iberia has played a pivotal role in the geodynamic evolution
of the Gondwanan, Rheic, Pangea, Tethys s.l. and Eurasian plates over the last 600 Ma of Earth's history. The geological record starts with
the amalgamation of Gondwana in the Neoproterozoic succeeded by the rifting and spreading of the Rheic ocean; its demise, which led to the
amalgamation of Pangea in the late Paleozoic; the rifting and spreading of several arms of the Neotethys ocean in the Mesozoic Era and their
ongoing closure, which was responsible for the Alpine orogeny. The significant advances in the last 20 years have attracted international
research interest in the geology of the Iberian Peninsula. This volume presents the most comprehensive, and updated description of the
Alpine cycle in Iberia. This volume focuses in the different geological events during the Alpine orogeny as well as the lithological succession .
This book is of interest not only for scientists of Portugal and Spain but also for geoscientists searching for analogies for oil and gas as well
as tourists visiting the main mountain ridges of Iberia such as the Pyrenees.
Recently, OECD countries have promoted a new approach to regional policy. This report reviews the main dimensions of this policy shift,
drawing on recent work by OECD including analysis of regional data, policy reviews and case studies.

From award-winning investigative journalist Kyle Swenson, Good Kids, Bad City is the true story of the longest wrongful
imprisonment in the United States to end in exoneration, and a critical social and political history of Cleveland, the city
that convicted them. In the early 1970s, three African-American men—Wiley Bridgeman, Kwame Ajamu, and Rickey
Jackson—were accused and convicted of the brutal robbery and murder of a man outside of a convenience store in
Cleveland, Ohio. The prosecution’s case, which resulted in a combined 106 years in prison for the three men, rested on
the more-than-questionable testimony of a pre-teen, Ed Vernon. The actual murderer was never found. Almost four
decades later, Vernon recanted his testimony, and Wiley, Kwame, and Rickey were released. But while their exoneration
may have ended one of American history’s most disgraceful miscarriages of justice, the corruption and decay of the city
responsible for their imprisonment remain on trial. Interweaving the dramatic details of the case with Cleveland’s
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history—one that, to this day, is fraught with systemic discrimination and racial tension—Swenson reveals how this outrage
occurred and why. Good Kids, Bad City is a work of astonishing empathy and insight: an immersive exploration of race in
America, the struggling Midwest, and how lost lives can be recovered.
Mas alla de lo que opinen los cultores de la bella palabra, yo creo que si un autor no explora los limites de sus propios
limites, nunca sera un autor completo, porque el arte es la exploracion hasta el desnudo de lo que mas oculto, vibra y
vibra. Silvio Manuel Rodriguez Carrillo hace, en sus ""217 consecuencias de las tierras altas,"" precisamente eso:
hundirse en su si mismo y volver hacia el lector las manos, trayendo ese hombre interior que testifica todas sus
realidades, para que el resto, aquellos que leemos en su hondura, nos identifiquemos con la vida. Gavri Akhenazi
A powerful autobiography that reclaims the history of Latinos during a time of continually shifting borders and allegiances
The work of geotechnical engineers contributes to the creation of safe, economic and pleasant spaces to live, work and
relax all over the world. Advances are constantly being made, and the expertise of the profession becomes ever more
important with the increased pressure on space and resources. This book presents the proceedings of the 15th PanAmerican Conference on Soil Mechanics and Geotechnical Engineering (XV PCSMGE), held in Buenos Aires, Argentina,
in November 2015. This conference, held every four years, is an important opportunity for international experts,
researchers, academics, professionals and geo-engineering companies to meet and exchange ideas and research
findings in the areas of soil mechanics, rock mechanics, and their applications in civil, mining and environmental
engineering. The articles are divided into nine sections: transportation geotechnics; in-situ testing; geo-engineering for
energy and sustainability; numerical modeling in geotechnics; foundations and ground improvement; unsaturated soil
behavior; embankments, dams and tailings; excavations and tunnels; and geo-risks, and cover a wide spectrum of issues
from fundamentals to applications in geotechnics. This book will undoubtedly represent an essential reference for
academics, researchers and practitioners in the field of soil mechanics and geotechnical engineering. In this proceedings,
approximately 65% of the contributions are in English, and 35% of the contributions are in Spanish or Portuguese.
Featuring the work of more than fifty poets writing across the last eight decades, Only the Road / Solo el Camino is the
most complete bilingual anthology of Cuban poetry available to an English readership. It is distinguished by its stylistic
breadth and the diversity of its contributors, who come from throughout Cuba and its diaspora and include luminaries,
lesser-known voices, and several Afro-Cuban and LGBTQ poets. Nearly half of the poets in the collection are women.
Only the Road paints a full and dynamic picture of modern Cuban life and poetry, highlighting their unique features and
idiosyncrasies, the changes across generations, and the ebbs and flows between repression and freedom following the
Revolution. Poet Margaret Randall, who translated each poem, contributes extensive biographical notes for each poet
and a historical introduction to twentieth-century Cuban poetry.
1. The increasing number of research papers appeared in the last years that either make use of aggregation functions or
contribute to its theoretieal study asses its growing importance in the field of Fuzzy Logie and in others where uncertainty
and imprecision play a relevant role. Since these papers are pub lished in many journals, few books and several
proceedings of conferences, books on aggregation are partieularly welcome. To my knowledge, "Agrega tion Operators.
New Trends and Applications" is the first book aiming at generality , and I take it as a honour to write this Foreword in
response to the gentle demand of its editors, Radko Mesiar, Tomasa Calvo and Gaspar Mayor. My pleasure also derives
from the fact that twenty years aga I was one of the first Spaniards interested in the study of aggregation functions, and
this book includes work by several Spanish authors. The book contains nice and relevant original papers, authored by
some of the most outstanding researchers in the field, and since it can serve, as the editors point out in the Preface, as a
small handbook on aggregation, the book is very useful for those entering the subject for the first time. The book also
contains apart dealing with potential areas of application, so it can be helpful in gaining insight on the future
developments.
This uniquely fascinating volume is not merely a learned treatise in historical semantics; it is itself a stupendous display of
world harmony as a creed-a vivid demonstration that "all is all."
As an introduction to critical pedagogy and its importance to educators at any level, Breaking Free provides readers with
an overview of classroom politics, the unstated goals of education, analyzing curricula, and other pedagogical concerns.
Tres mesesLulu.com
Acting as chemical messengers for olfactory cells, food flavor materials are organic compounds that give off a strong,
typically pleasant smells. Handbook of Fruit and Vegetable Flavors explores the flavor science and technology of fruits
and vegetables, spices, and oils by first introducing specific flavors and their commercialization, then detailing the
technical aspects, including biology, biotechnology, chemistry, physiochemistry, processing, analysis, extraction,
commodities, and requirements for application as food additives. With chapter authors representing more than ten
different countries, this handy reference provides a comprehensive view of this evolving science.
Aaron Cohen left behind his closest friends, his dying father, and the rock-star life for an unyielding one-man global pursuit. Aaron
Cohen left behind his closest friends, his dying father, and the rock-star life for an unyielding one-man global pursuit. At a time
when more people than ever before are enslaved on this planet, Aaron Cohen found himself on a path of spiritual discovery that
both transformed and endangered his life. Once the best friend and business partner to Jane’s Addiction frontman Perry Farrell,
Cohen now works alone, navigating the oppressive territory of pimps and drug lords from the shantytowns of Cambodia to the
sweltering savannahs of Sudan. The flesh trade is the world’s fastest growing and most deadly illegal enterprise— even more
profitable and easier to hide than guns, drugs, and precious gems. Cohen, posing as a sex tourist, slips into brothels, urged by
madams to select from a lineup of girls as young as six. Sometimes he can save them from their captors, but more often than not,
he must leave them behind, taking only the evidence he hopes will eventually lead to their rescue. In a remarkable, unprecedented
exposé of the sinister trade, the rocker-turned-activist reveals the fast-paced, inspiring, and unforgettable story of a real-life slave
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hunter.
The golden age of Mexican cinema, which spanned the 1930s through to the 1950s, saw Mexico's film industry become one of the
most productive in the world, exercising a decisive influence on national culture and identity. In the first major study of the global
reception and impact of Mexican Golden Age cinema, this book captures the key aspects of its international success, from its role
in forming a nostalgic cultural landscape for Mexican emigrants working in the United States, to its economic and cultural influence
on Latin America, Spain and Yugoslavia. Challenging existing perceptions, the authors reveal how its film industry helped establish
Mexico as a long standing centre of cultural influence for the Spanish-speaking world and beyond.
The writer Jovita González was a long memeber- and ultimately seved as president- of Texas Folklore Society, which strve to
preserve the oral traditions and customs of her native state. Many of the folklore-based stories in this volume were published by
González in periodicals such as Southwest Review from the 1920s through the 1940s but have been gathered here for the first
time. Sergio Reyna has brought together more than thirty narratives by González and arranged them into Animal Tales (such as
"The Mescal-Drinking Horse"); Tales of Humans ("The Bullet-Swallower"); Tales of Popular Customs ("Shelling Corn by
Moonlight); Religious Tales ("The Guadalupana Vine); Tales of Mexican Ancestrors ("Ambriosio the Indian); and Tales of Ghosts,
Demons, and Buried Treasure ("The Woman Who Lost Her Soul"). Reyna also provides a helpful introduction that succinctly
surveys the authors life and work, analyzing her writings within their historical and cultural contexts.
Arsenio Rodríguez was one of the most important Cuban musicians of the twentieth century. In this first scholarly study,
ethnomusicologist David F. García examines Rodríguez's life, including the conjunto musical combo he led and the highly
influential son montuno style of music he created in the 1940s. García recounts Rodríguez's battle for recognition at the height of
"mambo mania" in New York City and the significance of his music in the development of salsa. With firsthand accounts from
relatives and fellow musicians, Arsenio Rodríguez and the Transnational Flows of Latin Popular Music follows Rodríguez's
fortunes on several continents, speculating on why he never enjoyed wide commercial success despite the importance of his
music. García focuses on the roles that race, identity, and politics played in shaping Rodríguez's music and the trajectory of his
musical career. His transnational perspective has important implications for Latin American and popular music studies.
From Abba to ZZ Top by way of James Brown, Artie Shaw, and Frank Sinatra, this comprehensive reference book on popular
music encompasses the extraordinary range of modern music from country, cabaret, reggae, folk, gospel, rock 'n' roll, and swing.
More than 3,000 entries illuminate the careers of top performers, sognwriters, and musicians and outline the histories of important
record labels.
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